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Sedimentary Basins Study Section (Detailed)

The Canning Basin study was the major activity of the subsection.
Systems were prepared for use in the Browse Basin study. Liaison with
Geological Branch continued in aspects of the work of field parties in
the Canning Basin. Advice on the hydrocarbon, lead/zinc, coal, and
evaporites potential of the Canning Basin was offered to visitors from
companies.

The work of the subsection was hampered by staff shortages,
resignations,md transfers.

Canning Basin

Time to depth conversion of the seismic data was completed and
isopach and structure contour maps were prepared for all eleven intervals.
These were drawn at 1:500 000 and reduced to the presentation scale of
1:2 500 000.

Work was undertaken on the review and interpretation of gravity
and magnetic data.

The stratigraphical nomenclature of the intervals was reviewed,
and resultant information compiled as appendices for intervals 2, 4, 5, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11.

Geological information was reviewed for all intervals and
detailed sedimentological investigations were made of parts of intervals
2, 3, and 4.

Work was undertaken on the geological and thermal domain of
hydrocarbon occurrences in the basin.

Writing of the first draft of the Bulletin commenced.

Unsubsidized data were obtained from companies and studied.

The group presented 25% of the BMR symposium. .

Browse Basin

Browse Basin shot-point location data on Hollerith punch
cards and seismic record sections were obtained from BOCAL. Design of
computer systems to aid seismic analysis and map preparation for this
study was undertaken. A storage and retrieval system was developed to
provide computer based station data for the geological aspects of the study.
Preliminary study of the Basin was undertaken through participation in a
study by the assessment group.

Sedimentary Basins Study Section (Regional)

A compilation of geological and geophysical information on
Australian and Papua New Guinea sedimentary basins was issued as a
restricted BMR Record in 1973. During the past year, the information
in the Record was revised, expanded, and updated, and issued as Record
1974/178. The exploration and study of sedimentary basins is a continuing
process and the Record represents a further stage in the compilation of
data on the sedimentary basins of Australia.

Three Records summarizing oil search activities in Australia
and Papua New Guinea to 1967, and during 1973 and 1974 were completed
and issued during the year.
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Assistance was given to the Geological Branch in the preparation
of offshore structural contours for the 1:2 500 000 geological map of

Australia (in preparation).

The Branch embarked on a new project to prepare regional
reviews of all the sedimentary basins in and around Australia. The
purpose of the reviews is to provide summaries of the current knowledge
of basins from the point of view of petroleum exploration, to indicate
deficiencies in knowledge and to make more widely known, and hence more
accessible, the large amount of exploration data acquired by BMR through
its own activities, through the Petroleum Search Subsidy Act 1959-1973,
the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967-1974, and other sources. Both
confidential and Open File versions of the reviews will be produced.

Draft reviews of the geology, geophysics, and petroleum
prospects of the Arafura Sea/Gulf of Carpentaria region, the Perth
Basin, and the Carnarvon Basin were completed.

Publications 

Records (issued)

Marchant, S., 1975 - History of petroleum exploration in Australia and
the Territory of Papua and New Guinea to 1967.
Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Rec. 1967/84 (restricted).

Marchant, S., 1975 - Summary of oil search activities in Australia to
1967. Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Rec. 1974/151 (restricted).

Nicholas, E., 1975 - Summary of oil search activities in Australia and
Papua New Guinea during 1973. Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Rec.
1975/78 (unpubl.).

Nicholas, E., 1975 - Summary of oil search activities in Australia
and Papua New Guinea during 1974. Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Rec.
1975/95 (unpubl.).

Sedimentary Basins Study Section, 1975 - summary of Phanerozoic sedimentary
basins of Australia and adjacent regions, 1974. Bur. Miner. Resour.
Aust. Rec. 1974/178 (unpubl.).

Records (in prep.)

Robertson, C.S., Croak, D.K., Nicholas, E., & Townsend, D.G., -
A review of the geology, geophysics and petroleum prospects
of the Arafura Sea/Gulf of Carpentaria region. Bur. Miner.
Resour. Aust. Rec.

Robertson, C.S., Croak, D.K., Nicholas, E., Townsend, D.G., & Lockwood,
K.L., - A review of the geology, geophysics and petroleum
prospects of the Perth Basin. Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Rec.

Robertson, C.S., Crank, D.K., Nicholas, E., Townsend, D.G. & Lockwood,
K.L., - A review of the geology, geophysics and petroleum prospects
of the Carnarvon Basin. Bur. Miner. Resour. Aust. Rec.
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P(_SL)A Section

Petroleum Search Subsidy Act 

The petroleum search subsidy scheme, introduced in 1957, was
terminated on 30 June 1974. During the period under review, the
examination and assessment of final reports and cost statements on
subsidized operations continued. Work commenced on the preparation
of a comprehensive report on the subsidy scheme.

Expenditure. In the 12 months to 31 October 1975, a total of ”,E527,873
was paid by the Commonwealth in subsidies to petroleum exploration
companies under the Petroleum Search Subsidy Act 1959-1973. A breakdown
of this expenditure by States and type of operation is given in Table I.

Table I 

Expenditure under the Petroleum Search Subsidy Act 1959- 1973

1 November 1974 - 31 October 1975

Drilling Operations Geophysical Operations

Onshore
($)

Offshore
($)

Onshore
($)

Offshore
($)

Total
($)

Queensland 74 048 - 109 799 - 183 847

New South Wales - - 5 920 5 920

Victoria 126 221 34 160 52 028 32 626 245 035
Tasmania - 255 631 - 32 626 288 257

South Australia - - 265 821 - 265 821

Western Australia 952 741 460 437 172 777 - 1 585 955

Northern Territory - 38 520 207 100 - 245 620

Papua New Guinea 533 842 - 473 576 _ 1 007 418

TOTAL 1 686 852 788 748 1 281 101 71 172 3 827 873

The expenditure under the Petroleum Search Subsidy Act during
the financial year 1974-75 was $5 858 087. Of this amount, $4 462 400
was paid for onshore operations and $1 395 687 for offshore operations.

At 31 October 1975, the total expenditure by the Commonwealth
in petroleum search subsidies was $139 396 395 on 654 drilling operations
and 978 geophysical surveys.

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act

The examination, indexing, and storage of data and reports
received under the Act continued during the year. Applications to carry out
operations under the Act, and final reports on operations were also examined
and comments prepared. On behalf of the Department of Northern Australia,
officers of the section inspected two drilling operations in offshore areas
of the Northern Territory. One drilling operation in the Gulf of Papua,
Papua New Guinea, and one in the offshore Gippsland Basin, Victoria, were
also visited. `-)
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During the twelve months ended 31 October 1975, twenty-three^11
wells were drilled offshore Australia and Papua New Guinea (see Table II
and Plate 1). They were located in waters adjacent „o estern Australia
(8), the Northern Territory (5), South Australia (4), Victoria (3), and
Papua New Guinea (3). The average depth of these wells was 7811 feet
(2381 m).

Significant shows of hydrocarbons were reported from two of
these offshore wells. West Tryal Rocks No. 2, drilled by West Australian
Petroleum Pty Limited in the Barrow Sub-basin of the Carnarvon Basin, was
abandoned as a gas well. Two drillstem tests of intervals within the
Upper Triassic Mungaroo Formation recorded gas accompanied by condensate
at rates of 9.84 MMcfd and 104 bbl/day, and 14.5 101cfd and 220 bbl/day
respectively. Log evaluation and eight tests indicate the presence of
1 44.5 m of net gas pay in the well. Sunrise No. 1, drilled by B.O.C. of
Australia Limited in the Bonaparte Gulf Basin, Northern Territory, was
suspended as a potential gas/condensate producer. Wire-line log
interpretation indicated hydrocarbon-bearing sands in two intervals.
Four Formation Interval Tests were run in the well, two of which recovered
gas and condensate. After running electric logs over the interval 3057-
3648 m, and conducting two Formation Interval Tests at 3509 m and 3523 m
in Hapuku No. 1, drilled in the Gippsland Basin, Esso reported that the
oil shows encountered in the well had no commercial significance.

During the year, 16 marine seismic surveys were carried out
in waters adjacent to Western Australia (10), Victoria (3), Tasmania (2),
and South Australia (1). The total coverage of these marine surveys
was 6678.5 miles (10 746 km).

Assessments. A small group within the Section has worked throughout
the year on the assessment of the petroleum potential of offshore permit
areas and has recommended work programs for the second five-year term
of the permits as the titleholders have applied for renewal of their
titles. In the case of the Northern Territory offshore permits,
technical advice on work programs has been given to the Department of
Northern Australia and the Section has participated with them and the
Offshore and International Division of the Department of Minerals and
Energy, in discussions with titleholders on the renewal of their
titles. Confidential reports on this assessment work are being prepared.

This group has also continued with the assessment of applications
for the variation of existing work programs and expenditure requirements
of offshore permits, mainly for the Northern Territory. Requests continue
to be received from the Department of Minerals and Energy for advice on
the petroleum potential of areas and the significance of new discoveries.

The preparation of a paper 'Australia's natural gas reserves and
future natural gas potential' for presentation at the 1976 ANZAAS Conference
is in progress.

Offshore Index. Work commenced on the development of a computer-based
file of drilling and geophysical data. The INFOL system for storage and
retrieval of data has been used initially as this system is readily
available. Establishment of an index of offshore data will be done first
but it is hoped that this will be expanded to include onshore data at a
later date.
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Core and ,,uttings Laboratory. During the year, Bpai personnel made 235
visits to the laboratory. Representatives of oil companies and consulting
organizations made 85 visits. The facilities in the laboratory were used
for a total of 563 man days.

Packing, transporting, and documentation materials were provided
for six BIM field parties. 8350 core bags, 4700 cuttings bags, and 566
core boxes were supplied. 7000 cuttings bags were sent to oil company
drilling operations during the year.

366 thin sections were prepared; a total of 6390 sections are
now available for inspection. 65 slabbed and polished sections were made
for use by ! -M personnel. The core slabbing equipment was used to slab
629 linear metres of core during the year.

The transfer of the Palaeontological Collection from the rock
store was completed and all material from this collection is currently
being processed in the laboratory.

13 001 core samples and 11 664 cuttings samples from 162
drilling operations were
samples and 9403 core
laboratory now contains

Offshore Drilling
completed

received during the
samples were registered;

1 020 848 fully registered

Table II

year.^30 639 cuttings
the store at the

samples.

and Papua New Guinea,
October 1975

Operations, Australia
1 November 1974 - 31

Operator Well Total Depth Status
Feet^Metres

VICTORIA
Esso Exploration and Flounder-5 8 553 2 607 Dry; p and a
Production Aust. Inc.

Hapuku-1 11^974 3 650 Oil shows;p and
Kingfish-6 8 386 2 556 Dry; p and a

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Outback Oil Company Apollo-1 2 875 876 Dry; p and a
N.L.

qemini- 1 2 932 894 Dry; p and a

Esso Exploration and Morum-1 8 002 2 439 Dry; panda 
Production Aust. Inc.

Shell Development Potoroo -1 9 594 2 924 Dry; p and a
(Aust.) Pty Ltd

a
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA

West Australian Bouvard-1 6 496 1 980
Petroleum Pty Ltd

Challenger-1 7 302 2 250

South Turtle Dove- 1 1 148 350

South Turtle Dove-1A 1 003 330

South Turtle Dove-1B 6 004 1 830

West Muiron-2 10 892 3 320

West Tryal Rocks- 2 12 549 5 825

B.O.C. of Australia Prudhoe-1 10 899 3 322
Ltd

NORTHERN TERRITORY

Arco Australia Ltd. Curlew-1 6 678 2 035

Puffin-3 8 103 2 470

Shearwater-1 10 425 3 178

Skua-1 10 000 3 048

B.O.C. of Australia Sunrise-1 7 680 2 341
Ltd

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Phillips Australian Dibiri-1 6 419 1 957
Oil Company

Dibiri- 1A 16 061 4 695

Oceanic Exploration LIEtoile-1 5 515 1 681
Company

Dry; p and a

Dry; p and

p and a for
mech reasons

p and a for
mech reasons

Dry; p and

Dry; p and a

AM. gas well

Dry; p and a

Dry; p anda

p and a

Dry; p and a

Dry; p and a

Suspended gas/
condensate producer

p and a for mech.
reasons

Dry; p and a

Dry; p and a



PLATE 1
1.38.

AUSTRALIA AND PAPUA NEW GUINEA

OFFSHORE DRILLING OPERATIONS
Completed 11174— 31.10.75
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220
^

0^200^ 600 1,06,6E5

220^ 220^400^600 61625

—

Note= Unless otherwise stated ,well /ocohon refers to No / we//

^I ^Flounder-5 , Vic.

^

2^Flapuku , Vic.

^

3^Kingfish-6, Vic.

^

4^Apollo, S.A.

^

5^Gemini, S.A.

^

6^Morum, S.A.
^7 ^Potoroo, S.A

^

8^Bouvard , W.A.

^

9^Challenger, W. A.

^

10^Prudhoe , W.A.

^

II^South Turtle Dove, W.A.

^

12^South Turtle Dove-IA , W.A.

^

13^South Turtle Dove -1B , W.A.

^

14^West Muiron -2 , W. A.

^

15^West Tryal Rocks-2 , W.A.

^

16^Curlew, N.T.

^

17^Puffin-3 , N.T.

^

18^Shearwater, , N.T.

^

19^Skuo , N.T.

^

20^Sunrise ,N.T.

^

21^Dibiri ,PNG

^

22^Dibiri-IA , PNG

^

23^L'Etolle , PNG

02 44 .^Record No. 975/160^ X AUS -1- 136
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